Disruption and innovation have been hotbeds of innovation for over a year. Traditionally, innovation was seen as a way to improve the quality of life for citizens. However, the challenge of today is not just about creating new products, but also about creating new ways of doing things that are more efficient, more effective, and more sustainable. The module helps drive user adoption.

Employee ideation is a compelling contributor to any organization's disruption and innovation strategy. It helps drive user adoption. Employee ideation doesn't happen by itself. Unless organizations create an end-to-end link between the ideas generation and implementation, there will be a significant delay in getting ideas actionable.

Choosing the right ideas

Is disruption good for business? Yes, if it engages employees to unlock transformation!

It's a fascinating debate, one that is raging in academia and beyond. What motivates business managers to engage their employees in innovation activities? How do organizations ensure that employee ideas are translated into tangible outcomes? The module helps drive user adoption.

SMEs. It completes the ideation management circle, enabling your employees' ideas to be captured, proven answer to that challenge, enhancing ideation programs for organizations from global enterprises to end-to-end unified idea and innovation management solution.

However, although the logic behind its adoption is undeniable, achieving the best results depends on an accurate assessment of one business case against another becomes almost impossible. Many organizations today are looking for a consistent business case ecosystem, enabling decisions that are made with facts and figures, not opinions.  

Catalysts for change

Many organizations have non-standardized in-house processes for submitting business cases for assessment and evaluation, before decisions are made to implement them. Choosing the right ideas

We examine employee led innovation in three ways:
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